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Unleash generosity with digital giving tools for your church
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Engage your church every day of the week
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Build a healthy church with our church management software
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Introducing: your church’s new in house designer
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Upgrade the way your church takes payments
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Reach more people and connect with first-time guests
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Create an engaging church website in minutes
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Stay connected to your fellowship more efficiently
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Make church event registration easy and payments simple
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Tips and articles to better help your church
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Learn strategies, skills, and tips to grow your church
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Read success stories from churches and ministries
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Stay informed about the latest updates from Tithely
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Master the most powerful church software in the world
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Free books, sermon series, and guides to equip your ministry
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Read and watch reviews to see why over 37,000 churches love Tithely
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Check out how Tithely stacks up against the rest
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Tithely is more than just giving. Our all-in-one solution provides every tool you need to engage with your church online, stay connected with your community, increase generosity, and simplify the lives of your staff.
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The complete digital giving platform built for churches and ministries. Mobile, text, online, kiosk, check-scanning, and offline giving all-in-one.
Learn More
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Build and manage a healthy church with our all-inclusive church management software and people tools.
Learn More
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Reach more people and engage with first time guests with our texting and email tool you can use to engage your church at any time.
Learn More
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Launch a beautiful custom church app built to inspire, engage, and connect your audience with God and one another all week long.
Learn More
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Create and manage church or ministry events that make online registration easy and payment delightful.
Learn More
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Create an engaging custom church website in minutes, with a sermon player, live-streaming, giving, and more built right in.
Learn More
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